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Abstract
We present results of a ground-based near-infrared campaign with Palomar TripleSpec, Keck NIRSPEC, and
Gemini GNIRS to target two samples of reddened active galactic nucleus (AGN) candidates from the 31 deg2
Stripe 82 X-ray survey. One sample, which is ∼89% complete to <K 16 (Vega), consists of eight confirmed
AGNs, four of which were identified with our follow-up program, and is selected to have red R−K colors (>4,
Vega). The fainter sample ( >K 17, Vega) represents a pilot program to follow-up four sources from a parent
sample of 34 that are not detected in the single-epoch SDSS catalog and have WISE quasar colors. All 12 sources
are broad-line AGNs (at least one permitted emission line has an FWHM exceeding 1300 km s−1) and span a
redshift range < <z0.59 2.5. Half the (R− K )-selected AGNs have features in their spectra suggestive of
outflows. When comparing these sources to a matched sample of blue Type 1 AGNs, we find that the reddened
AGNs are more distant ( >z 0.5), and a greater percentage have high X-ray luminosities ( >L 10X,full 44 erg s−1).
Such outflows and high luminosities may be consistent with the paradigm that reddened broad-line AGNs
represent a transitory phase in AGN evolution as described by the major merger model for black hole growth.
Results from our pilot program demonstrate proof of concept that our selection technique is successful in
discovering reddened quasars at >z 1 missed by optical surveys.
Key words: galaxies: active – infrared: galaxies – quasars: general – quasars: supermassive black holes –
X-rays: galaxies
1. Introduction
To understand the growth of supermassive black holes over
cosmic time, it is crucial to identify and study samples of active
galactic nuclei (AGNs) with diverse properties. Powerful
emission from the accreting black hole imprints signatures on
its surroundings that enable these sources to be detected across
the electromagnetic spectrum. Optical emission from the
accretion disk and gas photoionized by the AGNs can be
prominent. Indeed, hundreds of thousands of AGNs have been
detected by large ground-based optical surveys, like the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000), with almost 300,000
Type 1 quasars in the most recent release of the SDSS Quasar
Catalog (Pâris et al. 2017). These Type 1 quasars are sources
where we have a direct view of the growing black holes,
allowing them to be easily identified at optical wavelengths due
to their blue color, which imparts a power-law slope to the
optical spectra, and broad emission lines, from gas rapidly
orbiting near the black hole.
However, obscured AGNs, where a direct view of the central
engine is blocked by the circumnuclear torus of the AGN
unification scheme (Type 2 AGNs; Antonucci 1993; Urry &
Padovani 1995) and/or large amounts of dust from the host
galaxy, are less efficiently detected based on their optical
emission alone. In apparent defiance of the canonical AGN
unification scheme, red quasars are typically broad-line AGNs,
yet are enshrouded by large amounts of dust that reddens the
spectrum and attenuates optical emission. Studies of this
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extreme segment of the obscured AGN population indicate that
their reddening is due to a stage of AGN evolution in the major
merger model of black hole growth, rather than the orientation
of the putative torus with respect to the line of sight (e.g.,
Georgakakis et al. 2009; Glikman et al. 2012).
According to this model (Sanders et al. 1988; Hopkins et al.
2008), when galaxies of comparable mass collide and coalesce,
gas is funneled to the central supermassive black hole, which
ignites AGN activity and circumnuclear star formation. During
this phase, the AGN is cocooned within large amounts of dust and
gas associated with ongoing star formation, potentially reaching
Compton-thick levels ( > ´N 1.25 10H 24cm
−2; Kocevski et al.
2015; Ricci et al. 2017), causing the AGN to appear heavily
reddened while it is intrinsically luminous. According to this
major merger evolution model, powerful winds from the AGN
eventually clear out the obscuring material, revealing a blue Type
1 quasar and potentially regulating galaxy growth by shutting
down star formation and/or evacuating gas from the host
(Hopkins et al. 2006). While the Compton-thick phase lasts
107–108 years (Hopkins et al. 2005; Treister et al. 2010), the
reddened AGN phase, when the quasar begins to clear out its
surroundings, is shorter lived, ~ ´5 106 years (Hopkins et al.
2005; Glikman et al. 2012), making these sources rare. This
pathway for black hole growth only pertains to a portion of the
AGN population (Treister et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2014), with
secular processes apparently responsible for triggering moderate
luminosity AGNs (e.g., Kocevski et al. 2012; Schawinski et al.
2012; Villforth et al. 2014) and some high-luminosity AGNs
(Villforth et al. 2017). Identifying reddened AGNs that may be in
this evolutionary phase provides us with an opportunity to test
whether there is a causal or coincidental connection between
mergers and black hole growth (Mechtley et al. 2016; Farrah
et al. 2017) and learn about how black holes can shape their
environment.
Many previous red quasar samples were identified by their
radio, optical-to-near-infrared (NIR), NIR, and/or mid-infrared
(MIR) emission (e.g., Glikman et al. 2007, 2012, 2013; Banerji
et al. 2012, 2013, 2015; Eisenhardt et al. 2012; Assef et al.
2015; Ross et al. 2015; Hamann et al. 2017). The traits of some
of these sources are consistent with being in the transitory
reddened phase in the AGN evolution model: they are
intrinsically luminous, after correcting for extinction (Glikman
et al. 2007, 2012, 2013; Assef et al. 2015; Banerji et al. 2015);
they host outflows that may impart feedback onto the host
galaxy (Urrutia et al. 2009; Farrah et al. 2012; Zakamska et al.
2016); and their host galaxies have morphologies consistent
with having recently undergone a merger (Urrutia et al. 2008;
Glikman et al. 2015). As X-ray emission provides a direct
probe of black hole fueling and can pierce through optically
obscuring dust, honing in on this emission provides a
complementary method for identifying this population. Indeed,
reddened AGNs selected from the ∼2 deg2 XMM-COSMOS
survey (Hasinger et al. 2007; Cappelluti et al. 2009; Brusa et al.
2010) are launching powerful outflows, suggesting that they
may be in the “clear-out” phase in the AGN evolution
paradigm (Brusa et al. 2015a, 2015b, 2016; Perna et al.
2015, 2017).
Before the launch of focusing X-ray instruments with
sensitivity beyond a few keV, there had not been wide-area
X-ray surveys with sufficient depth to identify heavily obscured
AGNs beyond the local universe, limiting our census of these
rare, reddened sources. Stripe 82X is a ∼31 deg2 X-ray survey
with XMM-Newton and Chandra (LaMassa et al. 2013a,
2013b, 2016c; Ananna et al. 2017) that overlaps the legacy
SDSS Stripe 82 field (Frieman et al. 2008). About 20 deg2 of
the Stripe 82X survey is from a dedicated XMM-Newton
observing program from AO10 and AO13 (PI: Urry), reaching
depths of 5–7.5 ks, while the rest of the survey is composed of
archival XMM-Newton and Chandra observations in the field.
The flux limit at half the survey area is ~ ´ -5.4 10 15
erg s−1 cm−2 in the soft band (0.5–2 keV). Due to the relatively
wide area covered in X-rays plus rich multiwavelength data,
this survey provides an ideal data set to identify reddened
AGNs, building on the census from smaller-area X-ray surveys
and complementing samples selected at other wavelengths.
We used a combination of optical and infrared clues to
identify signatures of such obscured black hole growth. The
full Stripe 82 region is covered at relatively homogeneous
depths in the optical by SDSS and in the NIR by the UKIRT
Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007)
and the VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS; McMahon et al.
2013). Although, in general, reddened extragalactic sources
could be dusty starbursts that may not necessarily host an
accreting black hole (e.g., some (ultra)luminous infrared
galaxies), X-ray emission from Stripe 82X sources is a clear
indicator of supermassive black hole accretion: at the relatively
bright X-ray flux limits of Stripe 82X, faint X-ray emission
from star formation processes in galaxies beyond the local
universe are not detectable. Optical faintness in tandem with
relatively brighter infrared emission is thus consistent with
heavily reddened AGNs.
We present two samples of objects that we targeted for
follow-up with ground-based NIR spectroscopy using Palomar
TripleSpec (Herter et al. 2008), Keck NIRSPEC (McLean et al.
1998), and Gemini GNIRS (Elias et al. 2006a, 2006b). Our
“bright NIR” sample ( <K 16, Vega) consists of objects
selected on the basis of red R−K colors, with an X-ray to
optical flux (X/O) cut to mitigate contamination from stars;
these sources were followed up with Palomar TripleSpec. We
used Keck NIRSPEC and Gemini GNIRS to follow up our
“faint” sample ( >K 17, Vega), which are sources that are not
detected in the single-epoch imaging of the SDSS survey, yet
have WISE colors consistent with quasars. From our follow-up
campaign, the bright NIR sample is nearly complete (i.e., eight
of the nine sources from the parent sample have secure
spectroscopic redshifts) while the faint NIR sample represents a
pilot program of a larger sample. In Sections 2 and 3, we
describe the target selection and follow-up observations. We
discuss the results of our spectroscopic campaigns, multi-
wavelength properties of the samples, and insight from spectral
energy distribution (SED) analysis in Section 4. In Section 5,
we compare the properties of the R−K sample with a matched
sample of blue Type 1 AGNs and compare both samples with
reddened quasars from the literature selected at other
wavelengths. We assume a cosmology of =H 67.80 km s
−1
W =-Mpc , 0.31M1 , and W =L 0.69 (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2016)
2. Target Selection
We focused on photometric signatures of reddening for both
samples we targeted for NIR spectroscopy. Such red colors can
be induced by large amounts of dust (in the host galaxy and/or
circumnuclear region) or by radio synchrotron emission
(Serjeant 1996). Two of our 12 sources are detected in the
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radio by the 1.5 GHz FIRST survey (Helfand et al. 2015) and
are discussed in more detail below. Thus, the red colors for
most of these sources are likely due to obscuration.
The sources that we followed up are reported in Tables 1 and 2,
where we list the full Stripe 82X name based on the X-ray
coordinates. For clarity, we use an abbreviated version of the
source name in the main text and subsequent tables.
2.1. Bright NIR Stripe 82X Sample: R–K versus X/O Selection
To unveil the brighter end of the reddened AGN population
in Stripe 82X, we focus on the 551 sources (9% of the 6181
unique X-ray sources in Stripe 82X) that are detected in the
X-ray full band22 and have UKIDSS K-band magnitudes
brighter than 16 (Vega). We retain the sources where the SDSS
r-band and i-band magnitudes are well-measured (i.e., error is
below 0.5) to avoid artificially reddened colors from poor
photometric measurements, leaving us with 373 sources.23 For a
straightforward comparison to reddened populations from other
studies that use R−K (Vega) to identify obscured AGNs (e.g.,
Banerji et al. 2012; Brusa et al. 2015a), we convert the SDSS
r magnitude from the AB system to the Bessell R bandpass
(Bessell 1990) in the Vega system using the formulae in Blanton
& Roweis (2007), which were calibrated on galaxies ranging in
redshifts < <z0 1.5 from the SDSS, GALEX (Martin et al.
2005), DEEP2 (Davis et al. 2003; Faber et al. 2003), and
GOODS (Giavalisco et al. 2004) surveys:
= - - - -(( ) ) ( )R r r i0.0576 0.3718 0.2589 , 1AB
= - ( )R R 0.21, 2Vega AB
where r and i are the SDSS pipeline “modelMag” magnitudes,
which is a PSF model for point sources, and the better of a de
Vauculeurs or exponential profile fit for extended sources.
To calculate X/O, the ratio of X-ray to optical flux, we use
the following (see Brandt & Hasinger 2005):
= = + + ´( ) ( ) ( )X O f f f C mLog log 0.4 , 3rx opt x
where C, a constant that depends on the optical filter, is 5.67 for
the SDSS r band (AB; Green et al. 2004), and mr is the
“modelMag” reported by the SDSS pipeline. Here, the X-ray
flux is in the full band.
We applied a modified version of the color cuts presented in
Brusa et al. (2010) to select our sample: - >R K 4 (Vega) and
>X O 0. We find 17 sources that meet these cuts (boxed region
in Figure 1), of which seven are spectroscopically confirmed as
stars and four are Type 1 AGNs with existing SDSS spectra (see
Section 4.3). Of the sources lacking spectra, we removed the one
object that lies along the stellar locus of the R−K versus
-R W1 color space presented in LaMassa et al. (2016a), i.e.,
- =  ´ - +( ) ( )R W R K1 0.998 0.02 0.18, leaving us with
five reddened AGN candidates lacking spectra (red filled squares).
We note that though the >X O 0 cut is designed to
mitigate contamination from stars, this restriction in principle
can also omit sources where the galaxy light dominates (e.g.,
Cardamone et al. 2007), including low-luminosity AGNs or
heavily obscured to Compton-thick AGNs where the observed
X-ray emission appears weak (e.g., Heckman et al. 2005;
Table 1
Bright NIR Stripe 82X Targets: R−K vs. X/O Selection
Stripe 82X Name X-ray IDa r (AB) K (Vega) R−K (Vega) X/O
S82X 013245.41−000835.5 4150 22.39 15.85 5.92 0.88
S82X 024219.20+000511.9 618 (108774Cb) 22.32 15.94 5.78 0.80
S82X 030215.39−000335.5 783 21.37 15.49 5.25 0.74
S82X 030324.58−011508.3 855 21.43 15.89 4.97 0.36
S82X 232801.91−002822.9 1859 21.22 16.00 4.71 1.07
Notes.
a XMM-Newton record number introduced in the Stripe 82X survey (LaMassa et al. 2013a).
b Source also detected by archival Chandra observations in Stripe 82 (LaMassa et al. 2013b). The Chandra Source Catalog MSID identifying number (Evans et al.
2010) for this object is noted in parentheses.
Table 2
Faint NIR Stripe 82X Targets: WISE-selected Optical Dropouts
Stripe 82X Name X-ray IDa W1 (Vega) W2 (Vega) W3 (Vega) K (Vega) SDSS Coadd?b r (AB) R−K (Vega)
Keck NIRSPEC
S82X 022723.51+004253.3 129832C 16.86 15.84 12.36 18.75 Y 23.44 4.68
Gemini GNIRS
S82X 010019.25+000844.8 2589X 16.79 15.28 12.32 18.36 Y 24.37 5.45
S82X 011840.06+001806.0 3692X 16.27 15.10 12.42 18.04 Y 24.40 5.85
S82X 014152.06−001749.5 4583X 16.14 14.46 10.87 17.98 N >24.7 >6.40
Notes.
a If the X-ray ID number is followed by a “C,” this indicates the Chandra MSID number from the Chandra Source Catalog (Evans et al. 2010). If the X-ray ID
number is appended with an “X,” this denotes the XMM-Newton record number introduced in the Stripe 82X survey (LaMassa et al. 2013a, 2016c).
b Flag to indicate if optical dropout was recovered in the co-added SDSS catalog.
22 The full band is defined from 0.5 to 10 keV for XMM-Newton and from 0.5
to 7 keV for Chandra.
23 We note that only one source had r- and i-band magnitude errors exceeding
0.5 and otherwise met our selection criteria. This source, selected as a
counterpart from the SDSS co-added catalog of Jiang et al. (2014), is confused
with a nearby source and a stellar spike, and hence has unreliable photometry.
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LaMassa et al. 2009, 2011). The X-ray to optical flux cut selects
AGNs where the X-ray emission dominates over the host galaxy,
implicitly favoring AGNs with high X-ray luminosities. However,
as Figure 1 shows, the sources at - >R K 4 with <X O 0 are
either spectroscopically confirmed as stars or are likely stars based
on their R−K and -R W1 colors.
We targeted the five reddened AGN candidates lacking
spectra with Palomar TripleSpec, as discussed below, and
summarize their properties in Table 1, where the magnitudes
are given in the native units from their parent catalogs, while
the R−K color is in the Vega system, following the derivation
above. The corresponding X-ray identification numbers refer to
those published in Evans et al. (2010), for Chandra sources
identified in the Chandra Source Catalog, and LaMassa et al.
(2013a, 2013b, 2016c), for Stripe 82X sources detected by
XMM-Newton. We discuss the four extragalactic sources that
have SDSS spectra in Section 4.3 and include them in our
subsequent analysis.
2.2. Faint NIR Stripe 82X Sample: Optical Dropouts
Recovered by WISE
An interesting population is X-ray sources that lack an
optical counterpart in the single-epoch SDSS imaging, but
which are detected at infrared wavelengths. The depths of the
single-epoch SDSS imaging,24 NIR imaging,25 and MIR
imaging26 in Stripe 82 are comparable for an AGN SED.
- ~R K 3.6 at the flux limits of these surveys, indicating that
the infrared coverage is not systematically deeper than the
optical. Hence, a non-detection in SDSS in conjunction with an
NIR detection selects for reddening.
We create a target list of 47 such optical dropouts that have
MIR colors in the quasar locus of the WISE color–color
diagram (Figure 2; Wright et al. 2010) and have K-band
detections in VHS, which is deeper than UKIDSS. These
optical dropouts have no SDSS source within the nominal
search radius we used to identify counterparts to the X-ray
source (5″ for Chandra and 7″ for XMM-Newton). We vet each
potential target by eye to remove any sources that fall out of the
SDSS footprint27 or where visual inspection shows a clear
source that failed to be detected by the SDSS pipeline, leaving
us with 37 objects.
Thirty-two of these sources are detected in the deeper co-
added SDSS catalogs, while five remain undetected (Jiang et al.
2014; Fliri & Trujillo 2016). We further vet our target list to
preserve the reddening criterion of our selection using the
information from the co-added SDSS catalogs. If the source is
detected in the r and i bands in the co-added SDSS catalog such
that we can calculate R, we only retain the sources where
- >R K 4. We also retain all sources that remain undetected
in at least the r or i band even in this deeper imaging, which
implies colors of - >R K 5.9.
In total, we have 34 such reddened AGN candidates in our
faint sample, including the five sources not detected in any
SDSS band in the co-added catalogs. We targeted six with
NIRSPEC on Keck (two in 2014 September and four in 2015
October; Section 3.2) and three with GNIRS on Gemini
Figure 1. R−K vs. X/O colors of Stripe 82X sources brighter than K=16
(Vega) with significant detection in the full X-ray band (0.5–10 keV) and well-
measured r- and i-band magnitudes (magnitude errors less than 0.5). The boxed
region ( >R K 4 and >X O 0) indicates the locus for reddened AGN
candidates (see Brusa et al. 2010) where we defined a sample for follow-up.
This sample excludes sources lacking spectra that lie along the R−K vs.
-R W1 stellar locus presented in LaMassa et al. (2016a) since they are likely
not AGNs (blue ×). The sources with pre-existing spectroscopic redshifts
(from SDSS or our optical follow-up programs) that are extragalactic and
stellar are shown by the gray circles and purple stars, respectively, while the
sources lacking identifications via spectroscopic redshifts are indicated by the
black diamonds. The reddened AGN candidates we targeted with TripleSpec
on Palomar are shown by the red squares. For reference, we show where the
faint NIR sample ( >K 17) lies in this parameter space with the maroon
triangles and lower limits.
Figure 2. WISE color–color plot (Wright et al. 2010) for our parent sample of
reddened AGN candidates that are optical dropouts in single-epoch SDSS
imaging and have NIR detections in at the least the VHS K band and WISE
colors in the QSO and Seyfert locus (cyan circle). The red triangles indicate the
objects from our pilot program where we identified emission lines and were
thus able to determine redshifts and confirm these sources as quasars; the black
circles represent sources from the parent sample currently lacking identifica-
tions. We show the R−K vs. X/O selected sources from the bright NIR
sample as maroon squares in this color space for reference.
24 r 22.2 and i 21.3 (AB) for 95% completeness of point sources.
25 <K 18.1 (Vega) for 5σ point source detection.
26 5σ limit at <W1 17.30 and <W 2 15.84 (Vega) for 95% sky coverage.
27 Though the X-ray observations are designed to overlap the Stripe 82 region,
some of the archival X-ray observations partially overlap the Stripe while the
rest of the field of view is outside of the SDSS footprint.
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(Section 3.3). Although all sources were detected in the
NIRSPEC K-band spectra, we were only able to identify an
emission line in one object. It is likely that the remaining
sources were unidentified because of the limited wavelength
range in the K-band order. Indeed, when using the cross-
dispersed mode on Gemini GNIRS, which yields simultaneous
J-, H-, and K-band coverage, we detected emission lines in all
three targets.
For the remainder of this work, we focus on the four objects
for which we were able to identify emission lines and thus
derive redshifts. We list this sample in Table 2, where we note
whether a reliable optical counterpart was found in the deeper
co-added SDSS catalog, and provide the R−K colors or a
lower limit (if undetected in the co-added SDSS catalogs).
3. Observations and Data Analysis
3.1. Palomar TripleSpec
TripleSpec simultaneously covers wavelengths 1–2.4 μm in
four orders, with an approximate resolution of 120 km s−1
(based on the instrument specifications28). All five sources
from the bright NIR Stripe 82X sample were observed using
the standard ABBA nodding sequence, where we integrated for
300s per exposure. Four of the sources were observed on 2015
October 27 (S82X 0242+0005, S82X 0302−0003, S82X 0303
−0015, S82X 2328−0028) with three ABBA sequences. The
fifth source, S82X 0132−0008, was observed on 2016
December 12 with four ABBA sequences. At the end of the
science exposures for each target, we observed a standard A0V
or A1V star for telluric correction. All sources were observed at
an airmass below 1.5.
Data were reduced with the IDL program SPEXTOOL
(Cushing et al. 2004), which creates normalized flat-field
images, performs a wavelength calibration based on sky lines,
and extracts the spectra from each order. We note that for S82X
2338−0028, we only extract the spectrum from the B position
due to a bad column affecting the emission feature in the A
nod. Telluric correction is performed on each order with
XTELLCOR (Vacca et al. 2003), after which the spectra are
merged into a continuous spectrum with the SPEXTOOL
XMERGERORDERS routine. Finally, the spectrum is smoothed
with task XCLEANSPEC using the Savitzky–Golay routine,
which preserves the average resolving power using a smoothing
window that is two times the slit width.
3.2. Keck NIRSPEC
Keck NIRSPEC is an NIR spectrograph on Keck II, with
different filter wheels limiting the wavelength range of a given
spectrum to a single waveband. The approximate resolution,
found from measuring resolved sky lines, is 200 km s−1. We
observed S82X 0227+0042 at an airmass of ∼1.1 with the ¢K
filter (1.950-2.295 μm) on 2014 September 7 with the 42×
0. 79 slit. We acquired four ABBA exposures at 600s per
exposure. Due to an apparent error with target acquisition or
the dithering script, the source was only in the slit in the A nod.
We observed the A0V standard star HD 18571.
We reduced the data with the IRAF routine WMKON-
SPEC,29 which corrects the distortion in the x and y directions
before spectral extraction. Wavelength calibration was performed
using sky lines. We corrected the source spectrum for telluric
features using XTELLCOR_GENERAL (Vacca et al. 2003), part of
the SPEXTOOL package (Cushing et al. 2004).
3.3. Gemini GNIRS
Our Gemini program, GN-2015B-Q-80 (PI: LaMassa), made
use of GNIRS in cross-dispersed mode, with simultaneous
coverage from 0.85 to 2.5 μm, on Gemini North. We used a slit
width of 1. 0 to maximize the signal throughput from our
sources, with a 32 lines/mm grating and short blue camera.
With this instrumental set-up, the approximate resolution is
550 km s−1.30
In total, we were awarded 12 hr of queue time in Band 3.
Each target was observed for three hours, including acquisition
from offset stars and standard star observations, with 24–26
ABBA exposures at 300s and four ABBA exposures at 270s.
Due to varying sky conditions from changes in cloud cover, not
all science exposures were included in the analysis. Thus, we
discarded observations that added more noise than signal, with
the resulting net exposure times listed in Table 3 for each
source.
We reduced the spectra with the XDGNIRS, pipeline which
calls Gemini GNIRS IRAF routines to clean pattern noise,
flat-field the data, remove spikes from the data, correct the
S-distortion, perform the wavelength calibration based on arc
lamps, and extract a spectrum from the combined A and B
exposures (Cooke & Rodgers 2005). We used XTELLCOR_-
GENERAL (Vacca et al. 2003) to perform the telluric correction.
Spectra from separate nights were averaged, weighted by the
number of exposures contributing to each spectrum.
4. Results
4.1. Near-infrared Spectroscopy
For all objects, we used photometry to flux-calibrate the
spectra to obtain estimates of the emission-line fluxes: we
interpolated the K-band filter response onto the wavelength grid
of our spectra, using the filter curve from UKIDSS (Hewett
et al. 2006) for the bright NIR sample (Section 2.1) and from
VHS for the faint NIR sample (Section 2.2). The integrated flux is
then measured from this folded spectrum. The ratio of the K-band
flux, derived from the observed K-band catalog photometry, and
this pseudo-flux gives us the scale factor by which we adjust the
spectrum for an absolute flux calibration. We note that variability
between the photometric and spectroscopic observations induce
Table 3
Gemini GNIRS Observing Log
Stripe 82X Name Observation Dates Net Exposurea
(year month date) (s)
S82X 0100+0008 2016 Jan 07 3600
2016 Jan 08 3540
S82X 0111+0018 2015 Dec 10 2400
2016 Jan 02 6480
S82X 0141−0017 2016 Jan 05 5280
Note.
a Net exposure time after discarding observations with poor sky conditions.
28 http://www.astro.caltech.edu/palomar/observer/200inchResources/
tspecspecs.html
29 http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/nirspec/wmkonspec.html 30 https://www.gemini.edu/node/1046?q=node/10543
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uncertainty into this calibration beyond the statistical errors we
report on the emission-line fluxes.
The spectra for the sources from the bright and faint samples
are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. In the Palomar
TripleSpec spectrum of source S82X 0132−0008, we clearly
detect a continuum, yet we find no emission lines, preventing us
from including this source in the analysis and discussion below.
We note that the photometric redshift for this source is
~z 1.74phot (Ananna et al. 2017), such that Hα would fall
between the TripleSpec spectral orders, consistent with our lack
of emission-line detections. For the remaining eight sources, we
detected Hα emission, and in two objects (S82X 0242+0005
and S82X 0141−0017), we also detect [O III] emission. We
indicate these emission features in the extracted one-dimensional
Figure 3. Palomar TripleSpec spectra of our bright NIR R−K vs. X/O selected sample. (Top left) Spectrum of S82X 0132−0008; although a continuum is detected,
no emission lines are present. (Top right) spectrum of S82X 0242+0005 with Hα and the [O III] doublet marked. (Middle left) spectrum of S82X 0302−0003 with Hα
marked. (Middle right) extracted spectrum of S82X 0303−0115 with Hα marked. Due to a bad column that overlaps the Hα emission feature at the A position, the
spectrum was extracted from the B position only. (Bottom) extracted spectrum of S82X 2328−0028 with Hα marked. Marked transitions indicate the emission lines
visible in the two-dimensional spectral images.
Figure 4. Spectra of our faint NIR, SDSS dropout sample. The spectrum in the top left is from Keck NIRSPEC while the others are from Gemini GNIRS. Marked
transitions indicate the emission lines visible in the two-dimensional spectral images. We detected Hα emission in each source and [O III] emission in S82X
0141−0017.
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spectra in Figure 3. We verified that these emission lines are
visible in the two-dimensional spectral images.
To obtain precise redshift measurements of these sources, as
well as to calculate emission-line fluxes and FWHMs of the
emission lines, we analyzed the spectra in IDL. To start, we
interactively fit a first-order polynomial, which was subse-
quently subtracted from the spectrum, to the regions of the
continuum free of emission and sky lines. We then used the
IDL tool MPFITFUN to fit a Gaussian model to the emission
lines (Markwardt 2009). In two cases (S82X 0242+0005 and
S82X 0302−0003), two broad Gaussian components were
required to adequately fit the Hα emission. When fitting the
[O III] doublet, the amplitude of the 4959Å line was fixed to
one-third the amplitude of the 5007Å line, and the width of
the lines were tied together. We note that in S82X 0242+0005,
the [O III] doublet has a blue wing to the narrow profile, which
we accommodated with additional Gaussian components; we
comment more on this feature in Section 4.7. Although the
redshifts were not tied when fitting the Hα and [O III] lines,
we obtained consistent redshifts when fitting these features
independently, indicating no systematic [O III] blueshift.
We corrected the emission-line FWHMs for the instrumental




2 and the instrumental reso-
lutions listed in Section 3. The emission-line fits are shown in
Figures 5 and 6 and the derived redshifts and emission-line
properties are listed in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The quoted
errors represent the propagation of the returned uncertainties
associated with the fitted parameters.
All of the sources we observed with this program have an Hα
FWHM exceeding 1300 km s−1. As pointed out by Zakamska
et al. (2003), the FWHM dividing line between Type 1 and Type
2 AGNs is not firmly established. Some studies use an FWHM
value of 2000 km s−1 to differentiate between Type 1 and Type
2 AGNs (e.g., Zakamska et al. 2003; Alexandroff et al. 2013),
while others set the limit at 1000 km s−1 (e.g., Weedman 1977)
or 1100 km s−1 (Reyes et al. 2008). Hao et al. (2005) demonstrated
that the distribution of Hα FWHMs for emission-line galaxies in
SDSS is bimodal: all broad-line sources have a minimum FWHM
of 1200 km s−1. They thus define any source with an FWHM
above this value as a Type 1 AGN. Following this convention, and
for consistency with previous red quasar studies that require an
FWHM exceeding 1000 km s−1 to define a source as a quasar
(Glikman et al. 2007), we classify all of our Stripe 82X sources as
Type 1 AGNs. We note, however, that the classification of the two
sources with Hα FWHMs below 2000 km s−1, S82X 0303−0115
and S82X 2328−0028, may be ambiguous. As discussed below,
all have X-ray luminosities consistent with accretion onto a
supermassive black hole.
4.2. X-Ray Properties of AGNs Targeted
with Infrared Spectroscopy
From the redshifts measured above, we calculated the
k-corrected, observed (non-absorption corrected) full-band X-
ray luminosities (LX,full, where = ´ + G-( )‐f f z1k corr observed 2
and Γ, the slope of the AGN continuum power law, is 1.7;
LaMassa et al. 2013a, 2013b, 2016c). To estimate the
approximate X-ray absorption, we calculated the hardness
ratio: = - +( ) ( )HR H S H S , where H is the net number of
counts in the hard band and S is the net number of counts in the
soft band. We note that while the soft range is 0.5–2 keV for
both Chandra and XMM-Newton, the hard band is 2–10 keV
for XMM-Newton and 2–7 keV for Chandra. For this
calculation, we used the Bayesian Estimation of Hardness
Ratios (BEHR; Park et al. 2006), which provides robust
estimates of HR in the low-count regime and in the case of non-
detections in either band. BEHR takes as input the total counts
in the soft and hard bands within user-defined source and
background regions and the ratio of the areas between the
source and background regions. While XMM-Newton has three
detectors, we extracted the net counts from only the MOS1
detector for a straightforward comparison with model HR
values.
Gas column density estimates (NH) derived from hardness
ratios are redshift dependent: at higher redshifts, the higher-
energy photons (>7–10 keV), which are less attenuated by
absorption, are shifted into the observed bandpass. Assuming
an absorbed power law, we calculated a grid of hardness ratios
for various NH values over a range of redshifts in bins of 0.05
for both Chandra and the MOS1 detector on XMM-Newton.
Using the redshift of the source and range of hardness ratios
returned by BEHR, we determined the implied NH and report
these values in Table 4. Of the eight sources, the hardness
ratios for three are consistent with an unabsorbed X-ray source
and three have lower limits on NH of 0; we do not correct for
Galactic absorption since such low column densities
( ~ ´N 3 10H 20cm−2; Dickey & Lockman 1990) have little
impact on the X-ray spectrum.
Since S82X 0242+0005 is detected in hard X-rays
(2–10 keV; =  ´ -( )–F 1.56 0.34 102 10 keV 14 erg s−1) and
the [O III] 5007Å line is measured, we can independently
assess the X-ray obscuration by –F2 10 keV/FO III: because [O III]
forms in the AGN narrow-line region, it is unaffected by the
circumnuclear obscuration that attenuates the X-ray emission
and thus serves as a proxy of the intrinsic AGN luminosity
(e.g., Bassani et al. 1999; Heckman et al. 2004; LaMassa et al.
2010). The ratio of the hard X-ray to [O III] flux can then
indicate whether the X-ray emission is heavily absorbed
(Bassani et al. 1999; Panessa et al. 2006; Lansbury et al.
2014, 2015). We find log( –F2 10 keV/ = )F 0.72 0.09O III dex,
which is significantly less than the mean value for unabsorbed
Type 1 AGNs (1.59± 0.48 dex Heckman et al. 2005), but
higher than the most heavily obscured, Compton-thick systems
(e.g., LaMassa et al. 2009, 2011). Both –F2 10 keV/FO III and the
implied NH from the hardness ratio are consistent with a
moderately obscured AGN. However, the narrow-line region
can suffer extinction, which would translate into more
luminous intrinsic [O III] emission, causing the true
–F2 10 keV/FO III to decline. The implied X-ray column density
can thus be higher.
We caution that the theoretical HR−NH conversion assumes
a simple absorbed power law while the observed X-ray spectra
of obscured AGN are generally more complex, with scattered
emission or leakage through a patchy obscuring medium that
can boost the observed soft X-ray flux compared with the
model assumed here. Furthermore, hardness ratios provide no
information about the global distribution, or global column
density, of obscuration around the AGN. Indeed, AGNs can
have significantly different line-of-sight and global column
densities (LaMassa et al. 2014; Yaqoob et al. 2015; LaMassa
et al. 2016b). Though the implied column densities for some of
these AGNs are consistent with the column densities of FIRST-
2MASS-selected reddened quasars (Glikman et al. 2012)
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Figure 5. Close-up of Hα emission-line region, fit with a Gaussian model (dashed red line). For S82X 0242+0005 and 0302−0003, two Gaussian models, with a
broad (blue dotted–dashed line) and narrower broad (blue dotted–dotted–dashed line) component, were needed to adequately fit the emission feature. Spectra are in the
observed frame.
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derived via X-ray spectral fitting (LaMassa et al. 2016b), the
reported NH ranges should be considered approximate.
4.3. Bright Sources with SDSS Spectra
Four Stripe 82X sources with - >R K 4 and >X O 0
have existing SDSS spectra and obey the quality control cuts
and magnitude limits applied to our target list for the bright
NIR sample. The optical, infrared, and X-ray properties of
these sources are presented in Table 6. As can be seen by their
SDSS spectra in Figure 7, they are all Type 1 AGNs.
We also calculated BEHR-derived hardness ratios for these
sources to estimate their column densities. While one source only
has an upper limit on the implied column density, the other three
objects have hardness ratios consistent with non-zero absorption.
Two of these sources, S82X 0022+0020 and S82X 0040+0058,
are detected in hard X-rays and are at sufficiently low redshift that
[O III] 5007Å is observed in the SDSS spectrum. Based on our
fits to the optical spectra (see Section 4.6.2), we find rest-frame
[O III] 5007Å flux values of (2.06± 0.17)×10−15 erg s−1 cm−2
and (3.2± 0.2)×10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 for S82X 0022+0020
and S82X 0040+0058, respectively. With observed hard X-ray
fluxes of (1.7± 0.2)×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 and (1.5± 0.2)×
10−13 erg s−1 cm−2, we obtain log( –F2 10 keV/FO III) values of
0.92±0.06 dex and 2.68±0.07 dex for S82X 0022+0020
and S82X 0040+0058. These values are consistent with the
hardness ratios: S82X 0022+0020 is moderately X-ray obscured
while S82X 0040+0058 is X-ray unobscured.
Although this SDSS sample is optically brighter than the
sources we identified with our spectroscopic campaign, their
X-ray luminosities span a similar range. Below, we consider
these four sources alongside the four we targeted with Palomar
TripleSpec when we discuss the bright NIR R−K versus X/O
Stripe 82X sample.
4.4. Radio Properties
As noted above, red colors can be induced by synchrotron
emission from jets along the line of sight that boost the K-band
flux (e.g., Serjeant 1996). The FIRST survey covers the full
Stripe 82 region (Helfand et al. 2015), and only 2 of our 12
sources are detected by FIRST: S82X 0011+0057 and S82X
0302−0003. Following the prescription to calculate radio
loudness from Ivezić et al. (2002), we first define an AB radio











The FIRST flux densities are 156 mJy and 0.46 mJy for
S82X 0011+0057 and S82X 0302−0003, respectively,
corresponding to t= 10.9 and 17.2. We then calculate the
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where mr is the SDSS r-band magnitude. We note that the r-
band magnitude is not corrected for extinction, making our R
values upper limits. We find R= 3.9 and 1.7 for S82X 0011
+0057 and S82X 0302−0003, respectively. While S82X 0302
−0003 can be classified as radio intermediate ( < <R1 2;
Miller et al. 2011), S82X 0011+0057 is radio loud. The
prominent radio jet in this source might contribute to the K-band
flux, which may enhance the red R−K color.
4.5. SED Analysis
Using any available photometric data from ultraviolet to
MIR wavelengths, we constructed the SEDs of these sources
(Ananna et al. 2017). The ultraviolet data are from the GALEX
Medium Imaging Survey (Morrissey et al. 2007). Due to the
optical faintness of our sources, only one object, S82X 0011
+0057, is detected by GALEX, and only in the near-ultraviolet
band. The optical data were culled from the co-added Stripe 82
catalog from Fliri & Trujillo (2016), if available, otherwise,
they were culled from from Jiang et al. (2014); one source,
S82X 0141+0017, was not detected at any optical wavelength.
For the NIR data, we used VHS magnitudes where available, or
UKIDSS for filters that did not have a detection in VHS.31 The
Figure 6. Close-up of the [O III] doublet fitted with a two-component Gaussian model, with the width of the lines tied together and the amplitude of the 4959 Å line
frozen to a third of the 5007 Å line. We included an additional Gaussian component to fit the blue wing to the [O III] doublet in S82X 0242+0005 (left), which is
blueshifted with respect to the narrow component by D = -v 400 km s−1, suggestive of outflowing gas. The red dashed line indicates the sum of the emission lines
and the blue dotted–dashed line represents the individual narrow and broad components. Spectra are in the observed frame.
31 We only used both VHS and UKIDSS magnitudes if the magnitudes in the
filters in common between both observatories were consistent. For S82X 0303
−0015, the lack of common filters between VHS and UKIDSS is due to non-
coverage in the VHS K-band and UKIDSS J-band; the source was at the edge
of the detector in the J-band in UKIDSS, precluding the UKIDSS pipeline from
measuring a J-band magnitude. Here, we combined the UKIDSS and VHS
magnitudes.
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optical and NIR magnitudes were corrected for Galactic
extinction.
In the case of non-detections, we use the upper limits reported
in the various multiwavelength catalogs: =m 22.6FUV,AB and
=m 22.7NUV,AB (GALEX 5σ limit; Morrissey et al. 2007);
=m 24.2u,AB , =m 25.2g,AB , =m 24.7r,AB , =m 24.3i,AB , and
=m 23.0z,AB (3σ level for 50% completeness in the SDSS
co-added catalog; Fliri & Trujillo 2016); =m 21.5J,AB ,
=m 21.2H,AB , and =m 20.4K,AB (5σ detection limit for point
sources; McMahon et al. 2013); and =nF 0.08W, 1 mJy,
=nF 0.11W, 2 mJy, =nF 1W, 3 mJy, and =nF 6W, 4 mJy (5σ limit
for point sources; Wright et al. 2010).
We fit the SEDs with AGNFitter (Calistro Rivera et al. 2016)
to estimate the bolometric AGN luminosities (Lbol) and
reddening (E(B−V )). This algorithm employs a Bayesian
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, assuming a flat
prior on the parameters listed in Table 1 of Calistro Rivera et al.
(2016), and fits the following templates to the SED: accretion
disk emission, which is a modified version of the Richards et al.
(2006) template, extended to wavelengths redward of 1 μm
assuming nµn -F ;2 hot dust emission from the putative torus
using models from Silva et al. (2004); host galaxy emission
using the stellar population models from Bruzual & Charlot
(2003); and cold dust emission associated with star formation
using templates from Chary & Elbaz (2001) and Dale & Helou
(2002). AGNFitter accounts for upper limits by creating a
fictitious data point at half the value of the upper limit (FUL),
with an error bar of ±0.5 FUL, such that the upper limit data
point spans the range from 0 to FUL. Inclusion of upper limits
allows the MCMC sampling to accept models that lie within
the bounds defined by the upper limits.
The fitted parameter space is 10 dimensional (see Calistro
Rivera et al. 2016 for details), which is on the order of or larger
than the number of photometric detections used in the fitting, so
we caution that our results from this exercise are approximate.
However, it is the best we are able to do with our data and does
provide a sense of the bolometric AGN luminosity and
reddening.
We ran AGNFitter with two burn-in sets, with 4000 steps per
set and 100 chains per set: after each burn-in, the starting point
in the parameter space of the subsequent MCMC chains is that
of the highest likelihood of the previous chains. After the burn-
in sets, the MCMC chain is run with 10,000 steps, where all
sampled areas of the parameter space are used in the calculation
of the posterior probability distribution functions (PDFs).
We show the fitted SEDs in Figures 8–10, where the black
circles represent our photometric data points. Ten random
realizations from the MCMC chain are plotted. The sum of
the individual templates from these realizations are shown by
the solid red line, with the individual templates denoted by the
other colored lines as indicated in the caption of Figure 8. In
Table 7, we list results from the SED fitting: the AGN and host
galaxy reddening values, -( )E B V AGN and -( )E B V Galaxy,
respectively; and Lbol, found by integrating the luminosity from
the de-reddened accretion disk template from 0.03 to 1 μm. We
note that since AGNFitter does not include the X-ray emission
when modeling the SEDs, the AGN bolometric luminosity
derived from the accretion disk template is underestimated (but
see Krawczyk et al. 2013 for a discussion on how the geometry
of the X-ray-emitting corona determines whether the inclusion
of >2 keV X-ray emission in the AGN bolometric luminosity
amounts to “double counting” when calculating the intrinsic
AGN luminosity).
To estimate black hole masses (see below), we calculate
monochromatic luminosities at 5100Å (lL5100) and 3000Å
(lL3000) from Lbol assuming a bolometric correction of
8.1±0.4 and 5.2±0.2, respectively (Runnoe et al. 2012),
and list these values, where appropriate, in Table 7. The
reported values derived from the SED fitting represent the
median of the PDFs, with the lower and higher error bars
indicating the bounds for the 16th and 84th percentiles of
the PDFs.
4.6. Black Hole Masses and Eddington Ratios
We emphasize that due to the limited number of photometric
detections used in the SED decomposition, the monochromatic
Table 4
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S82X 0100+0008 1.49±0.01 ´2.25 1044 - -
+0.75 0.25
0.12 0
S82X 0118+0018 1.103±0.003 ´1.46 1044 - -
+0.49 0.51
0.17 <0.6




a k-corrected (i.e., rest-frame), non-absorption-corrected luminosities.
b = - +( ) ( )HR H S H S , where H (S) are the net counts in the hard (soft) X-ray bands. Hardness ratios were calculated with BEHR (Park et al. 2006).
c Gas column density (NH) implied by the HR ranges.
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and bolometric luminosities are uncertain, which propagate to
uncertainties in the estimated black hole masses (MBH) and
implied accretion rate as measured by the Eddington parameter
(l = L LEdd bol Edd). We estimate MBH and lEdd using the best
available data, but caution that these values should be
considered approximate.
4.6.1. Targeted Sources
For the sources that we targeted with Palomar, Keck, and
Gemini, we use the estimated de-reddened lL5100 and


































from Greene et al. (2010). For the two sources where two
Gaussian components were needed to fit the Hα profile (S82X
0242+0005 and S82X 0302−0003), we use the broader Hα
FWHM to estimate MBH since this component arises from gas
closer to the black hole.
From these MBH values, we estimate the Eddington
luminosity ( = ´ ☉L M M1.3 10Edd 38 BH erg s−1; Frank et al.
2002) and lEdd. These values are listed in Table 7. The errors
represent the propagation of the statistical measurement errors
of the individual parameters and the errors associated with the
bolometric corrections and virial MBH relations. We note that
comparisons of black hole masses derived via single-epoch
measurements, as calculated here, with those determined from
reverberation mapping studies show a sample dispersion of
∼0.5 dex (e.g., Vestergaard & Peterson 2006), which is an
additional uncertainty to our MBH values beyond the formal
errors that we report.
We caution that the view to the broad-line region is likely
obscured, such that we are not getting an unbiased view of the
gas kinematics near the black hole. If we are indeed viewing
just the outer photosphere of the broad-line region, the FWHMs
of Hα and the other broad emission lines we use below to
calculate MBH are systematically lower than those observed in
unobscured AGNs that were used to derive virial relations to
calculate MBH. Our estimated black hole masses may thus be
lower limits to the true value.
4.6.2. SDSS Sample
Since Hα is not covered in the optical spectra of the sources
in the bright NIR R−K SDSS sample, we estimate the black
hole masses, and the associated Eddington ratios, using the Hβ
or Mg II emission lines. Two of these sources have published
black hole masses in the Shen et al. (2011) catalog (S82X 0011
+0057 and S82X 0043+0052), which were calculated using
the FWHM of the Mg II line and lL3000. For consistency with
our targeted sample, we use the lL3000 we calculated from our
SED fitting (l =L L3000 Bol/(5.2± 0.2)) along with the reported
Mg II FWHM in Shen et al. (2011) to estimate MBH given the
































The black hole masses and Eddington ratios are reported in
Table 7.
For the remaining two sources, we fitted the SDSS spectra
using the IRAF package SPECFIT (Kriss 1994) to obtain
emission-line FWHMs. This routine uses a c2 minimization
technique to find the best fit to the input model parameters,
which consists of (1) the AGN power-law continuum, (2) star
formation templates that span an age range from 56Myr to
10 Gyr (S. Charlot & G. Bruzual 2017, private communication),
(3) a Cardelli et al. (1989) dust extinction that attenuates the
Table 5
Emission-line Properties of Targeted Reddened AGNsa
Source afH ,1 aFWHMH ,1 afH ,2 aFWHMH ,2 [ ] Åf O 5007III [ ] ÅFWHM O 5007III
(10−17 erg s−1 cm−2) (km s−1) (10−17 erg s−1 cm−2) (km s−1) (10−17 erg s−1 cm−2) (km s−1)
Palomar TripleSpec
S82X 0242+0005 820±70 4900±200 190±30 900±90 300±20 750±20
S82X 0302−0003 1370±60 4690±60 760±30 1720±20 L L
S82X 0303−0115 180±10 1430±60 L L L L
S82X 2328−0028 290±10 1350±20 L L L L
Keck NIRSPEC
S82X 0227+0042 70±60 3400±1300 L L L L
Gemini GNIRS
S82X 0100+0008 60±50 3500±1200 L L L L
S82X 0118+0018 90±40 2300±300 L L L L
S82X 0141−0017 150±60 3200±600 L L <39b 400±200
Notes.
a Two Gaussian components were needed to fit the Hα emission profile for two sources (S82X 0242+0005 and S82X 0302−0003). If a second Hα component was
needed, the flux and FWHM of this feature are reported as afH ,2 and aFWHMH ,2, respectively. afH ,1 and aFWHMH ,1 represent the flux and FWHM of either the
broader Hα component, if two Gaussian profiles are needed to fit the spectrum, or the single Gaussian component for the remaining sources. The narrow component of
the [O III] 5007 Å line is reported for S82X 0242+0005; the broad wing to the [O III] doublet is recorded in Table 8 and discussed in Section 4.7.
b 3σ upper limit.
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AGN power-law continuum with R= 3.1, and (4) Gaussian
components to fit emission lines. The spectra were corrected for
Galactic reddening, shifted to the rest frame, and the flux was
multiplied by +( )z1 to preserve the observed integrated line
flux. During the fitting procedure, all narrow emission lines were
forced to have the same FWHM, and the [O III] 4959Å intensity
was fixed to a third of the [O III] 5007Å flux.
Since Hβ is blended with the [O III] doublet and Fe II
emission in S82X 0040+0058, we use the Mg II FWHM
(1500± 500 km s−1; see Figure 11) and the virial relation
above to estimate MBH. However, due to the large errors in
lL3000 and the Mg II FWHM, we were only able to estimate a
3σ upper limit on the black hole mass.
We used the Hβ FWHM to derive a black hole mass for S82X
0022+0020. With a fitted FWHM of 5100±300 km s−1 (see
































from Trakhtenbrot & Netzer (2012), we find = -
+M 8.75BH 0.18
0.13 M☉,
with an associated lEdd of 0.10±0.06.
Trakhtenbrot & Netzer (2012) do not provide formal errors
on the MBH–Mg II or MBH–Hβ virial relations. Typical standard
deviations in the samples used for their calibrations range from
∼0.13 to 0.15 dex. When estimating black hole masses using
the Mg II and Hβ emission FWHMs, we only propagated
formal errors on the fit parameters and bolometric corrections,
and note that there is likely an additional uncertainty of up to
∼0.15 dex as well as a ∼0.5 dex uncertainty associated with
single-epoch black hole mass measurements (Vestergaard &
Peterson 2006).
4.7. Absorption Line System and Asymmetric Line Profiles:
Indications of Outflows?
Half of the sources from the bright NIR R−K versus X/O
selected sample have spectroscopic signatures of narrow-line
region kinematics, with either absorption line troughs or
broadened [O III] emission: S82X 0043+0052 (Figure 7,
bottom), S82X 0022+0020 (Figure 12), S82X 0040+0058
(Figure 11), and S82X 0242+0005 (Figure 6). None of the
spectra from the faint NIR WISE-selected optical dropout
sample show any sign of outflowing gas, though this sample is
only ∼12% complete.
S82X 0043+0052 was identified as a Mg II quasar narrow
absorption line (FWHM  500 km s−1) system in Lundgren
et al. (2009). Such absorption line systems can be associated
with quasar outflows or from gas within the quasar environ-
ment (Weymann et al. 1979; Vanden Berk et al. 2008). For the
remaining three sources, we found asymmetries in the [O III]
5007Å line from our own fits to the spectra, as detailed below
and summarized in Table 8. In all cases, the widths of the
[O III] doublet lines were tied together, the flux of the [O III]
Table 6
Bright NIR R−K vs. X/O Sample from SDSS
Stripe 82X Name X-ray IDa r K R−K X/O z LX,full
b HRc NH
d
(AB) (Vega) (Vega) (erg s−1) (1022 cm−2)












S82X 004003.87+005853.9 287X 20.62 15.92 4.24 1.37 0.811 ´7.66 1044 - -
+0.47 0.53
0.54 <3







a If the X-ray ID number is followed by a “C,” this indicates the Chandra MSID number from the Chandra Source Catalog (Evans et al. 2010). If the X-ray ID
number is appended with an “X,” this denotes the XMM-Newton record number introduced in the Stripe 82X survey (LaMassa et al. 2013a, 2016c).
b k-corrected (i.e., rest-frame), non-absorption-corrected luminosities.
c = - +( ) ( )HR H S H S , where H (S) are net counts in the hard (soft) X-ray bands. Hardness ratios were calculated with BEHR.
d Gas column density (NH) implied by the HR ranges.
Figure 7. SDSS spectra of extragalactic Stripe 82X sources that meet the selection
criteria of our bright NIR Stripe 82X sample, i.e., - > >R K X O4, 0,
and K 16.
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4959Å line was fixed to one-third of the [O III] 5007Å line,
and the central wavelength of the [O III] 4959Å line was fixed
to 0.99 of the [O III] 5007Å line.
In S82X 0040+0058, Hβ, Fe II emission, and the [O III]
doublet are blended (Figure 11). To fit the spectrum, we include
an optical Fe II emission template (Boroson & Green 1992) as
well as broad components to the [O III] doublet. The broad Hβ
emission (FWHM= 6100± 600 km s−1) is redshifted with
respect to the narrow component (D =v 1400 km s−1), while
the broad [O III] component (FWHM= 2400± 200 km s−1) is
blueshifted compared to the fitted wavelength of the narrow
component (D = -v 500 km s−1). Shifted broad Hβ emission is
sometimes observed in double-peaked emitters with asymmetric
line profiles (Eracleous & Halpern 1994, 2003; Barrows et al.
2011). This feature is typically explained by asymmetries in a
Keplerian accretion disk. We note that similar signatures, i.e.,
high-velocity shifts in the broad Hβ line, can also be produced
by supermassive black hole binaries (Eracleous et al. 2012;
Runnoe et al. 2015) and rapidly recoiling black holes (Bonning
et al. 2007; Komossa 2012).
An apparent blue wing to the [O III] doublet is present in
S82X 0022+0020, which we are able to fit with broad Gaussian
components in addition to narrow Gaussians to fit the narrow-
line doublet (Figure 12). The broad component of the [O III] line
has an FWHM of 1200±200 km s−1 and is blueshifted with
respect to the narrow component (FWHM= 560± 20 km s−1)
by D = -v 700 km s−1.
The Palomar spectrum of S82X 0242+0005 shows a blue
wing to the [O III] doublet. As shown in Figure 6, additional
Gaussian components, with FWHM= 2300±200 km s−1,
accommodates this additional emission. It is blueshifted by
D = -v 400 km s−1 compared with the narrow component of
the line.
We note that these [O III] FHWM values and velocities are
on the order of those observed in XMM-COSMOS reddened
quasars (Brusa et al. 2015a), but less extreme than the SDSS-
selected luminous reddened ( - >r W 4 14AB Vega ) quasars
(Ross et al. 2015) presented in Zakamska et al. (2016).
5. Discussion
5.1. AGN Properties Derived from Spectral Analysis
and SED Fitting
Two of the sources from the NIR faint optical dropout sample,
S82X 0141−0017 and S82X 0227+0042, have estimated
bolometric luminosities on the order of, or lower than, the
observed full-band X-ray luminosity. This apparent inconsis-
tency points to limitations in the SED decomposition due to the
relatively few photometric detections for these sources. We
therefore refrain from estimating their black hole masses and
Eddington parameters, and note that their -( )E B V AGN and
-( )E B V Galaxy values may also be unreliable. We therefore
discard these objects when considering the AGN properties
derived from SED fitting below.
Figure 8. SEDs of our bright NIR R−K vs. X/O selected Stripe 82X sample fitted with AGNFitter (Calistro Rivera et al. 2016). The black data points are the
ultraviolet to MIR photometric detections (circles) and upper limits (arrows). Overplotted on the SEDs are 10 random realizations from the MCMC fit of the individual
templates: accretion disk emission (dark blue lines), host galaxy emission (orange lines), AGN-heated dust emission (cyan lines), and cold dust emission associated
with star formation (green lines). The sum of the individual emission components, averaged over all MCMC runs, is shown by the red lines. The AGN bolometric
luminosity is based on the integrated luminosity from the de-reddened accretion disk template (i.e., dark blue lines) integrated from 0.03 to 1 μm.
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Based on the fitted E(B−V ) values from the SED
decomposition, nine out of the remaining 10 sources are
“reddened” Type 1 AGNs, with E(B−V )0.45. We note
that the blue source is S82X 0011+0057, which we showed to
be radio loud (Section 4.4). The SDSS spectrum for this source
(Figure 7) also shows a blue power-law slope, consistent with
an unobscured quasar. Thus, we conclude that the red R−K
color for S82X 0011+0057 is due to synchrotron emission
boosting the K-band flux and the low E(B−V ) value is to be
expected. We point out, however, that S82X 0302−0003,
which is radio intermediate, appears to be truly reddened based
on the E(B−V ) values derived from SED decomposition. For
the reddened sources, the extinction is along the line of sight to
the AGN.
The black hole masses and Eddington ratios span a range of
values, with MBH–lEdd relationships similar to unobscured
quasars from SDSS (Trakhtenbrot & Netzer 2012). However,
we reiterate that the bolometric and monochromatic luminos-
ities from which we derive these values are approximate.
Furthermore, obscuration in the broad-line region can skew the
emission-line FWHM, which results in systematically lower
MBH estimates compared with unobscured quasars, such that a
comparison between both populations is not straightforward.
5.2. Bright NIR Reddened AGNs are Less Numerous and More
Luminous Than Blue Type 1 AGNs
Glikman et al. (2007, 2012, 2013) analyzed the properties of
radio-selected reddened quasars, finding that their observed
surface space density was ∼17%–21% lower than a matched
sample of radio-selected blue quasars. They also reported that
after correcting the K-band magnitude for reddening, these red
quasars were more luminous than their unobscured counter-
parts. Similarly, Banerji et al. (2015) and Assef et al. (2015)
found that reddened quasars selected on the basis of red NIR
colors ( - > <J K K2.5, 16.5, Vega) and red WISE colors,
respectively, have higher bolometric luminosities than blue
Type 1 AGNs culled from SDSS.
Since our bright NIR R−K sample is ∼89% complete (only
one source that fits our selection criteria lacks a spectroscopic
redshift; Figure 1), we compare the properties of these reddened
AGNs with a matched sample of X-ray-selected blue
( - <R K 3) Type 1 AGNs, also drawn from Stripe 82X. This
comparison sample obeys the same infrared and optical magnitude
cuts as the R−K versus X/O sample: > <X O K0, 16
(Vega). We discard all sources spectroscopically identified as stars
or galaxies (i.e., they lack broad lines in their optical spectra). For
sources that lack a redshift, we discarded objects that lie along the
R−K versus -R W1 stellar locus (Figure 6 of LaMassa et al.
2016a), so that the comparison sample is made up of likely
extragalactic sources. There are 62 such blue sources for
comparison, 56 of which have spectra and are confirmed Type
1 AGNs.
First, we calculated the observed surface density for both the
reddened and comparison blue AGN samples in X-ray flux bins
with a width of 0.3 dex. To account for spectroscopic
incompleteness, we multiplied the observed space density
(i.e., N/31.3 deg2) within each bin by the fraction of sources
spectroscopically identified in that bin. Figure 13 shows the
observed space density for the reddened and blue AGNs, where
the errors are Poissonian ( N ) (if there are 10 or more sources
in the bin) or are derived from Gehrels (1986). From this
exercise, we find that blue Type 1 AGNs have a higher space
density than the reddened AGNs, and that they have higher
Figure 9. SEDs of our faint NIRWISE-selected optical dropout Stripe 82X sample fitted with AGNFitter (Calistro Rivera et al. 2016). Colors are the same as in Figure 8.
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X-ray fluxes than the reddened population. There are no blue
Type 1 AGNs at X-ray fluxes below 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2, while
the reddened AGNs have a roughly constant space density
(∼0.06 deg−2) as a function of observed X-ray flux.
The blue AGNs extend to brighter X-ray fluxes because they
are predominantly nearby compared with the reddened
population. As shown in Figure 14 (left), most of the blue
AGNs (66%) reside at <z 0.5 while all of the reddened AGNs
are more distant. Furthermore, the X-ray luminosities of the
reddened population are drawn from the higher end of those
observed in the blue AGN population, as illustrated in
Figure 14 (right), where we also show the estimated intrinsic
X-ray luminosity for the reddened AGNs for reference. The
mean X-ray luminosities of both the reddened (log(LX,full
/erg s−1)= 44.7 ±0.4 (observed) and 45.0±0.4 (intrinsic))
and blue (log(LX,full/erg s
−1)= 44.8±0.5) AGNs are consistent.
However, under half of the blue AGNs have observed X-ray
luminosities exceeding 1044 erg s−1, while 67% of the reddened
AGNs are at these high X-ray luminosities.
Focusing on reddened AGNs in a flux-limited X-ray sample
favors detection of AGNs that are more distant, and more
luminous, than their unreddened counterparts. This bias is
induced by the red R−K criterion and the K-band flux limit:
sources that are more reddened are those where the AGN
dominates over the host galaxy, which are preferentially high-
luminosity AGNs since lower luminosity AGNs would fall
below the K-band flux limit. Furthermore, wide-area coverage
is required to identify this luminous population at a relatively
bright NIR flux limit. We find no X-ray AGNs (i.e.,
>L 10X,full 42 erg s−1) from the smaller 2.2 deg2 Chandra
COSMOS Legacy survey (Civano et al. 2016; Marchesi et al.
2016) with the same colors ( - >R K 4, Vega; >X O 0) at
the same magnitude limit (i.e., <K 16, Vega).32
5.3. Stripe 82X Reddened AGNs Compared
with Those Previously Known
We compare our Stripe 82X reddened quasars with samples
from the literature selected based on radio emission and red
optical–infrared colors (Glikman et al. 2007, 2012, 2013
- > - >R K J K4, 1.7, Vega;), NIR colors ( - >J K
<K2.5, 16.5, Vega; Banerji et al. 2012, 2013, 2015), MIR
colors (W W1 2 dropouts; Eisenhardt et al. 2012; Assef et al.
2015), and reddened ( - > -R K 4 4.5, Vega) X-ray-selected
AGNs presented in Bongiorno et al. (2014).
Although these previous samples of reddened AGNs have
been selected via independent methods, there are several traits
that many of these sources have in common: the extinction
ranges from moderate (i.e., 0.1<E(B− V )<1.55; Glikman
et al. 2007, 2012, 2013; Banerji et al. 2012, 2013, 2015) to
extreme (i.e., 2.5<E(B− V )<21.5; Assef et al. 2015), the
black holes are massive ( >M 10BH 9 M☉; Bongiorno et al.
2014; Banerji et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2017), the AGNs are
generally distributed beyond >z 1 (Bongiorno et al. 2014) and
>z 2 (Banerji et al. 2012, 2013, 2015; Assef et al. 2015), and
they tend to be more luminous than blue Type 1 quasars at
comparable redshifts (Glikman et al. 2007, 2012, 2013; Assef
Figure 10. SEDs of our Stripe 82X R-K selected AGN with existing SDSS spectra fitted with AGNFitter (Calistro Rivera et al. 2016). Colors are the same as in
Figure 8.
32 To match the magnitude system used in this study, we converted the
COSMOS r-band magnitude from Subaru SuprimeCam reported in the PSF-
homogenized photometric catalog of Laigle et al. (2016) to the SDSS r-band
filter using the formula in Capak et al. (2007). We then transformed to the
Bessel R bandpass and converted to the Vega magnitude system using
Equations (1) and (2) above.
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et al. 2015; Banerji et al. 2015). Most of the AGNs have broad
Hα emission and are not narrow-line only Type 2 AGNs, with
the exception of the W W1 2 dropouts detected by WISE, which
are a mixture of Type 1 and Type 2 AGNs (Eisenhardt et al.
2012; Assef et al. 2015).
Glikman et al. (2012) presented a sample of 120 reddened
quasar candidates selected from the FIRST radio and 2MASS
NIR surveys that have red colors. An analogous sample of radio-
selected quasar candidates was presented in Glikman et al. (2013),
with similar color selection, but pushed down to lower NIR flux
limits, using sources detected in the deeper UKIDSS survey. We
find that our Stripe 82X sources span redshift ranges
( < <z0.6 2.5) similar to those in Glikman et al. (2007, 2012,
2013), < <z0.13 3.1. We also obtain similar AGN reddening
values, where ours have a range of < E0.45 (B−V )<1.18
(after excluding the radio-loud AGN and the two optical dropout
AGNs with inconsistent bolometric and X-ray luminosities)
compared with < E0.1 (B−V )<1.55; our E(B−V ) values are
derived from SED fitting while those from Glikman et al.
(2007, 2012, 2013) are measured from fitting a reddened quasar
template to the optical and/or NIR spectra. Only two of our Stripe
82X sources are detected in the radio by FIRST, indicating that
the orthogonal axis of X-ray selection aids in recovering reddened
AGNs not detected by radio surveys.
Similar to Banerji et al. (2015), we estimated MBH using the
FWHM of the broad Hα emission line, where the continuum and
bolometric luminosities were calculated via SED fitting. Both
samples are subjected to similar broad-line region obscuration
biases that could potentially affect emission-line FWHMs.
Compared with the 38 >z 2 red quasars presented in Banerji
et al. (2012, 2013, 2015), where log( = )☉M M 9.7 0.46BH
and log(Lbol/erg s
−1)= 47.1± 0.4 (Banerji et al. 2015),
our X-ray-selected reddened AGNs have lower black hole
masses (log( = )☉M M 9.0 0.8BH ) and bolometric luminosities
(log(Lbol/erg s
−1)= 46.5± 0.8), though there is a wide spread in
these values for the Stripe 82X AGNs. Additionally, as the faint
NIR optical dropout sample is only ∼12% complete and we are
unable to derive estimates of MBH for half of the sample we have
observed, more observations are needed to test whether the pilot
sample observed thus far is representative of the parent sample.
The measured AGN reddening in the Banerji et al. (2015) sample
( < - <( )E B V0.5 1.5) spans a range similar to the values
calculated in our Stripe 82X sample.
The most luminous, reddened quasars yet identified were
selected based on their MIR colors in WISE: these W W1 2
dropouts are weak or undetected in WISE bands W1 and W2,
but are bright in bands W3 and W4 (Eisenhardt et al. 2012).
Assef et al. (2015) analyzed the SEDs of 52 W W1 2 dropouts at
>z 1 and <W 4 7.2 (Vega) that have Spitzer IRAC data. The
reddening in these objects are much more extreme (i.e.,
á - ñ =( )E B V 6.8) than what we observe in the Stripe 82X
reddened AGNs presented here and seen in other reddened
AGN samples. The typical bolometric luminosities of the
W W1 2 dropouts, 1047–1048 erg s−1, are also much higher than
Table 7
AGN Parameters Derived from SED and Spectral Fitting
Stripe 82X Name -( )E B V AGN -( )E B V Galaxy Log(Lbol)
a Log (lL5100)b Log (lL3000)c Log(MBH) lEdd
(erg s−1) (erg s−1) (erg s−1) (M☉)
Bright NIR R−K versus X/O Selected Sample
S82X 0242+0005 0.45±0.02 −0.03±0.05 47.24±0.01 46.34±0.02 L -
+9.62 0.06
0.05 0.32±0.04
S82X 0302−0003 0.70±0.02 -
+1.52 0.40
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a Lbol is the AGN bolometric luminosity found by decomposing the SED in AGNFitter and integrating the de-reddened accretion disk luminosity from 0.03 to 1.0 μm.
b lL5100 is the monochromatic continuum luminosity at 5100 Å, calculated from Lbol and assuming a bolometric correction of 8.1 ±0.4 (Runnoe et al. 2012), which
we use to estimate MBH for sources where Hα or Hβ is detected (and in the case of Hβ, not blended with the [O III] doublet).
c lL3000 is the monochromatic continuum luminosity at 3000 Å, calculated from Lbol and assuming a bolometric correction of 5.2 ±0.2 (Runnoe et al. 2012), which
we use to estimate MBH along with the Mg II FWHM for sources where Hα and Hβ are not detected or where Hβ is blended.
d Lbol is on the order of or lower than the observed X-ray luminosity, indicating potential errors in the AGN and galaxy decomposition in the SED fitting. We
therefore refrain from calculating MBH and lEdd, and caution that the E(B−V ) values may be unreliable.
e MBH is estimated using the Mg II FWHM reported in Shen et al. (2011) and lL3000 calculated from our SED decomposition (i.e., l = ( )L L 5.2 0.23000 bol ).
f Due to uncertainties in lL3000 and the Mg II FWHM, we report the 3σ upper limit on MBH.
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the Stripe 82X sample. Three of these sources have been
followed up with X-ray observations, with XMM-Newton and
NuSTAR, and were found to be X-ray faint, consistent with
Compton-thick levels of obscuration (Stern et al. 2014). With
our X-ray–optical–infrared selection of reddened quasars, we
appear to be selecting an AGN population that is less extreme
than the WISE W W1 2 dropouts, which, at a space density of
∼1/30 deg2, are rarer than the reddened AGNs selected via
other diagnostics.
Finally, we compare our Stripe 82X reddened AGNs with the
21 reddened ( - >R K 4.5, Vega) AGNs from Bongiorno et al.
(2014) that were selected from small-to-moderate area X-ray
surveys: the original Chandra Deep Field South (0.109 deg2;
Giacconi et al. 2002), XMM-COSMOS (2 deg2; Hasinger et al.
2007; Cappelluti et al. 2009; Brusa et al. 2010), and the literature
(Alexander et al. 2008; Del Moro et al. 2009; Sarria et al. 2010;
Melbourne et al. 2011). In this sample, the X-ray emission was
mildly absorbed ( > -N 10 10H 21 22cm−2, as implied by X-ray
spectral analysis or hardness ratios), similar to the implied
obscuration of our bright R−K sample. Our faint NIR optical
dropout sample, which largely has hardness ratios consistent with
no X-ray absorption, spans a similar redshift range as the
Bongiorno et al. (2014) sample ( < <z1.2 2.6). The Bongiorno
et al. (2014) sample has a similar average black hole mass
(log( = )☉M M 9.3 0.5BH ) as the Stripe 82X reddened AGNs.
They used the FWHM of the Hα line in conjunction with the
intrinsic hard X-ray (2–10 keV) luminosity as a proxy for the
AGN continuum luminosity (using the relationship between

































Bongiorno et al. (2014) do not provide errors on the parameters
in this virial relation, but note that there is a scatter of about
0.1 dex in the normalization.
For reference, in Table 9 we list the black hole masses we
obtain using this scaling relation for the four sources that have
hard band X-ray detections and Hα coverage. We propagate
the errors on the Hα FWHM and –L2 10 keV,intrinsic values and
note that there is likely an additional ∼0.1 dex uncertainty in
MBH that is associated with this virial relation as well as a
general ∼0.5 dex uncertainty that is found for single-epoch
measurements, as discussed above (Vestergaard & Peter-
son 2006). We obtain similar black hole masses compared
with what we calculated using lL51000 as the continuum
luminosity, although the intrinsic hard X-ray luminosities are
based on column densities derived from hardness ratios, which
are a very crude measure of absorption.
6. Conclusions
We presented the results of a ground-based, NIR spectro-
scopic campaign to follow up reddened AGN candidates in the
wide-area (31 deg2) Stripe 82 X-ray survey (LaMassa et al.
2013a, 2013b, 2016c). Our bright NIR sample selected on the
Figure 11. Top: rest-frame SDSS spectrum of S82X 0040+0058 with our best-fit model from IRAF SPECFIT overplotted (red dashed line). Fitted emission lines are
marked. Bottom: continuum-subtracted spectra around (left) the Mg II emission line, which we use to derive MBH. The Hβ–[O III] complex is shown on the right,
where we model the emission lines with an Fe II optical template (long dashed orange lines; Boroson & Green 1992) and Gaussian profiles for the narrow and broad
redshifted (D =v 1400 km s1) Hβ lines (green dotted–dashed lines), and narrow and broad blueshifted (D = -v 500 km s−1) [O III] lines (dotted–dotted–dotted–
dashed blue line). The red dashed line shows the sum of these emission features.
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basis of red R−K colors (>4, Vega) and >X O 0 (cf., Brusa
et al. 2010) consists of nine sources, four of which had existing
spectroscopy in SDSS and five of which we targeted with
Palomar TripleSpec (Figure 1); four of the targeted sources were
identified via spectroscopic redshifts (Figure 3). This sample is
89% complete to a magnitude limit of K=16 (Vega).
We also presented a pilot program to follow up sources that
are not detected in the single-epoch SDSS imaging, yet have
WISE colors consistent with quasars (Figure 2; Wright et al.
2010). The spectra of these four sources were obtained with
Keck NIRSPEC and Gemini GNIRS since 8–10 m class
telescopes are required to spectroscopically identify sources
at these faint NIR magnitudes (i.e., >K 17, Vega; Figure 4).
All sources have at least one permitted emission line with
FWHM exceeding 1300 km s−1 in their optical or infrared
spectra, and can thus be classified as Type 1 AGNs (Hao et al.
2005; Glikman et al. 2007). The bright NIR sample spans a
range of redshifts, < <z0.59 2.5, while faint optical dropout
AGNs all lie beyond a redshift of 1.
We used AGNFitter (Calistro Rivera et al. 2016) to fit the SEDs
and decompose AGN and galaxy emission (Figures 8–10),
obtaining estimates of the reddening and AGN bolometric
luminosity for each source. Two sources from the optical dropout
sample, S82X 0141−0017 and S82X 0027+0042, have estimated
Lbol values on the order of or less than the observed X-ray
Figure 12. Top: rest-frame SDSS spectrum of S82X 0022+0020 with our best-fit model from IRAF SPECFIT overplotted (red dashed line). Fitted emission lines are
marked. Bottom: close-up of the Hβ and [O III] complex for S82X 0022+0020. Here, the continuum (from the AGN and host galaxy) has been subtracted off.
Overplotted are the sum of the fitted emission lines (red dashed line): broad and narrow Hβ emission lines (dotted–dashed purple line) and [O III] emission (dotted–
dotted–dotted–dashed blue line), including the narrow and broad (FWHM = 1100 ± 100 km s−1) blueshifted (D = - v 740 50 km s−1) [O III] components. This
blue wing to the [O III] doublet is likely a signature of an AGN outflow.
Table 8
Asymmetric [O III] Line Profiles
Stripe 82X Name FWHM Dva Spectrum
(km s−1) (km s−1)
S82X 0022+0020 1200±200 −700 SDSS
S82X 0040+0058 2400±200 −500 SDSS
S82X 0242+0005 2300±200 −400 Palomar TSpec
Note.
a Dv is measured between the fitted wavelengths of the broad and narrow
components of the [O III] 5007 Å line.
Figure 13. Observed surface space density in bins of 0.3 dex of full-band X-ray
flux (FX,full) of reddened AGNs from the nearly complete bright NIR R−K vs.
X/O selected sample (red circles) compared with a matched sample of X-ray-
selected blue ( - <R K 3) Type 1 AGNs (blue stars). Although the space
density of the reddened AGNs is relatively constant with X-ray flux, no blue
Type 1 AGNs are found at fluxes under 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2.
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luminosity, suggesting limitations in the SED decomposition for
these sources. All but one of the remaining AGNs are reddened,
with 0.45< -( )E B V AGN<1.18. The blue source is radio
loud, such that its red R−K color is likely due to jet-dominated
synchrotron emission.
Half of the sources in the bright NIR sample have features in
their optical spectra indicative of outflows (Figure 6, left;
Figure 7, bottom; Figure 11, bottom right; and Figure 12
bottom). Since many quasars host outflows (e.g., Ganguly &
Brotherton 2008), follow-up high-resolution imaging of the
host galaxies would be necessary to search for morphological
signatures of mergers to test whether these features signify
feedback predicted by the major merger AGN evolution
paradigm (Sanders et al. 1988; Hopkins et al. 2008).
Because the bright NIR sample is nearly complete, we
compared the characteristics of these AGNs with blue
( - <R K 3, Vega) Type 1 AGNs selected from the Stripe
82X survey. Although the blue Type 1 AGNs have system-
atically higher X-ray fluxes (Figure 13), they are predominantly
at low redshift ( <z 0.5), with a greater percentage at lower
X-ray luminosities compared with the reddened AGNs
(Figure 14). Hence, focusing on reddened populations in
shallow X-ray surveys, like Stripe 82X, for follow-up will
likely unveil more distant and more luminous AGNs than blue
AGNs at similar X-ray, optical, and infrared flux limits.
Compared with reddened AGNs selected on the basis of their
radio, optical, NIR, and/or MIR emission, the Stripe 82X red
quasars have similar reddening (though less extreme than
W W1 2 dropouts, which are extreme sources that have the
highest levels of extinction compared to all samples of
reddened quasars; Assef et al. 2015) and a range of estimated
black hole masses and Eddington parameters.
Our pilot sample of WISE-selected optical dropouts is only
∼12% complete, precluding us from drawing any firm
conclusions about this population as a whole. Our program
does demonstrate proof of concept for using this selection
technique to recover reddened quasars at >z 1 that are missed
by optical surveys like SDSS.
We highlight that Stripe 82X complements other X-ray
surveys by discovering reddened AGNs at relatively bright NIR
magnitudes (i.e., <K 16, Vega) that are missed entirely by
smaller-area X-ray surveys, like the 2.2 deg2 Chandra
COSMOS Legacy (Civano et al. 2016; Marchesi et al. 2016).
As these sources are rare, potentially due to the reddened stage
being a short-lived AGN evolutionary phase, wide-area X-ray
surveys like Stripe 82X, XMM-XXL (Pierre et al. 2016),
XBoötes (Kenter et al. 2005; Murray et al. 2005), and the
upcoming eROSITA mission (Merloni et al. 2012), and
serendipitous surveys/catalogs like ChaMP (Kim et al.
2007), the Chandra Source Catalog (Evans et al. 2010), and
the XMM Serendipitous catalog (Rosen et al. 2016), are
necessary to reveal this missing tier of luminous, obscured
black hole growth at the brightest fluxes.
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intrinsic luminosity is the observed luminosity.
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